
Dear Children

The holiday season is the perfect time to relax and reflect on the blessings in our lives besides
working towards enhancing our skills. This year, we have tried to keep the Holiday Homework

simpler yet informative and more interesting. The intent is to promote not only academic learning
through interesting assignments but also activities which can gradually become hobbies. 

Here are a few suggestions for you:-

Make sure to spend quality time with your family
Help your mother in the household chores
Read interesting books and watch good English programmes
Play indoor games with your family
Follow the instructions given by your teachers and try to complete your HHW independently

Take care and stay safe !!       
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Instructions :
Make a presentation on PPT
You may use pictures and articles
available on the internet
Don’t use bullet points - try putting
one point per slide.
Make a simple and crisp presentation.
Submit your presentation on Google
Classroom.

Explore a historical monument of Andaman & Nicobar.
# Make a Travelogue or Travel Brochure of the selected
place.
Instructions to make your travelogue:

Highlight the various attractions of the place.
Mention the ways and means to reach the
destination.
Name a few good hotels. Which one will you choose
and why?
Give some information about the cultural background
of the monument.
Mention some dos and don'ts to be followed at the
place.

      Elections in India- A journey 
              from Road Show to Talk Show
       Research work:

Find out the party symbols of any five
political parties contesting in 2024 elections.
Explore about the change in voting system-
from past to present.
How has technology helped the political
parties to connect with the people.
Results of 2024 elections.
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